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Introduction

A professional, independent and objective internal audit service is one of the key elements of good 

governance, as recognised throughout the UK public sector.

34&/ +#%,5'(6 &/ 64'"'.#"' *++"'//'+ 6# 7%%#,(6&(8 9.$%'"/: 7%%#,(6*;0' 9.$%'"/: ;#*"+ *(+ *,+&6 

committee members, heads of internal audit, internal auditors, external auditors and other stakeholders 

/,%4 */ %4&'. $(*(%&*0 #.$%'"/ *(+ %4&'. '<'%,6&='/>

=*+7!>&*?'&@!*@$!>

The Relevant Internal Audit Standard Setters (RIASS)1 have adopted this common set of Public Sector 

Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) from 1 April 2013. The PSIAS encompass the mandatory elements of 

the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) as follows:

  ?'$(&6&#( #. @(6'"(*0 7,+&6&(8 

  Code of Ethics, and 

  International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (including interpretations   

 and glossary). 

Additional requirements and interpretations for the UK public sector have been inserted in such a way as 

to preserve the integrity of the text of the mandatory elements of the IPPF.

34' #='"*"%4&(8 -"&(%&-0' ;#"(' &( 5&(+ A4'( *00 -#6'(6&*0 -,;0&% /'%6#" &(6'"-"'6*6&#(/ *(+B#" /-'%&$% 

requirements were considered was that only the minimum number of additions should be made to the 

existing IIA Standards. The criteria against which potential public sector requirements were judged for 

inclusion were:

  where interpretation is required in order to achieve consistent application in the UK public sector

  where the issue is not addressed or not addressed adequately by the current IIA Standards, or

  where the IIA standard would be inappropriate or impractical in the context of public sector    

 8#='"(*(%' C6*D&(8 &(6# *%%#,(6: .#" '<*5-0': *() .,(+&(8 5'%4*(&/5/: /-'%&$% 0'8&/0*6&#( '6%E>

At the same time, the following concepts were also considered of each requirement or interpretation 

being proposed:

  materiality

  relevance

  necessity, and

  integrity (the additional commentary does not cause inconsistency elsewhere).

1 The Relevant Internal Audit Standard Setters are: HM Treasury in respect of central government; the Scottish Government, the Department 

of Finance and Personnel Northern Ireland and the Welsh Government in respect of central government and the health sector in their 

administrations; the Department of Health in respect of the health sector in England (excluding Foundation Trusts); and the Chartered 

Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy in respect of local government across the UK. 
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Wherever reference is made to the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing, this is replaced by the PSIAS. Chief audit executives are expected to report conformance on the 

PSIAS in their annual report.

6.*A&5!'&('%3!'68)-8

The objectives of the PSIAS are to:

  +'$(' 64' (*6,"' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6&(8 A&64&( 64' FG -,;0&% /'%6#"

  set basic principles for carrying out internal audit in the UK public sector

  establish a framework for providing internal audit services, which add value to the organisation,   

 leading to improved organisational processes and operations, and

  establish the basis for the evaluation of internal audit performance and to drive  

 improvement planning.

Additional guidance is a matter for the RIASS.

Scope

The PSIAS apply to all internal audit service providers, whether in-house, shared services or outsourced. 

700 &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *//,"*(%' *(+ %#(/,06&(8 /'"=&%'/ .*00 A&64&( 64' /%#-' #. 64' ?'$(&6&#( #. @(6'"(*0 

Auditing (see section 3). The provision of assurance services is the primary role for internal audit in the 

UK public sector. This role requires the chief audit executive to provide an annual internal audit opinion 

based on an objective assessment of the framework of governance, risk management and control. 

H#(/,06&(8 /'"=&%'/ *"' *+=&/#") &( (*6,"' *(+ *"' 8'('"*00) -'".#"5'+ *6 64' /-'%&$% "'I,'/6 #. 64' 

organisation, with the aim of improving governance, risk management and control and contributing to the 

overall opinion. 

The Code of Ethics promotes an ethical, professional culture (see section 4). It does not supersede or 

replace internal auditors’ own professional bodies’ Codes of Ethics or those of employing organisations. 

Internal auditors must also have regard to the Committee on Standards of Public Life’s Seven Principles of 

Public Life.

In common with the IIA IPPF on which they are based, the PSIAS comprise Attribute and Performance 

Standards. The Attribute Standards address the characteristics of organisations and parties performing 

internal audit activities. The Performance Standards describe the nature of internal audit activities and 

provide quality criteria against which the performance of these services can be evaluated. While the 

Attribute and Performance Standards apply to all aspects of the internal audit service, the Implementation 

J6*(+*"+/ *--0) 6# /-'%&$% 6)-'/ #. '(8*8'5'(6/ *(+ *"' %0*//&$'+ *%%#"+&(80)K

  Assurance (A) and

  Consulting (C) activities.

34' J6*(+*"+/ '5-0#) 6'"5/ 64*6 4*=' ;''( 8&='( /-'%&$% 5'*(&(8/ 64*6 *"' &(%0,+'+ &( 64' L0#//*")>
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B!C'0&@!*#+#4!'!,!7!#%5

Within the PSIAS, the terms ‘board’ and ‘senior management’ need to be interpreted in the context of 

the governance arrangements within each UK public sector organisation, as these arrangements vary 

in structure and terminology between sectors and from one organisation and the next within in the 

same sector. 

It is also necessary for the chief audit executive to understand the role of the Accounting or Accountable 

9.$%'": H4&'. M&(*(%&*0 9.$%'": %4&'. '<'%,6&=': 64' *,+&6 %#55&66'' *(+ #64'" D') #.$%'"/ #" "'0'=*(6 

decision-making groups as well as how they relate to each other. Key relationships with these individuals 

*(+ 8"#,-/ *"' +'$('+ .#" '*%4 &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 /'"=&%' A&64&( &6/ %4*"6'">

6     Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
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' ' ' ' 8219):;'D

 Applicability
 

The Relevant Internal Audit Standard Setters for the various parts of the UK public sector are shown 

below, along with the types of organisations in which the PSIAS should be applied.

SECTOR / 

RELEVANT 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

STANDARD SETTER

 

 

 

Central Government

 

 

 

NHS

 

 

 

Local Government

CIPFA UK

Local authorities.

2#0,+#/'E'F+,!5'&#,C

34' 9.$%' #. 64' !#0&%' 

& Crime Commissioner, 

%#(/6*;,0*"&'/: $"' 

authorities, National 

Park authorities, joint 

committees and joint 

boards in the UK.

Scotland only

Strathclyde Partnership 

for Transport.

GH'9*!+5.*C UK*

Government 

departments and their 

executive agencies 

and non-departmental 

public bodies. 

 !A+*%7!#%' 

&('G!+,%3

2#0,+#/

Clinical Commissioning 

Groups. 

NHS Trusts.

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards     7
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SECTOR / 

RELEVANT 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

STANDARD SETTER

 

 

 

Central Government

 

 

 

NHS

 

 

 

Local Government

Scottish 

I&@!*#7!#%

Scotland

The Scottish 

Government, the Crown 

9.$%' *(+ !"#%,"*6#" 

Fiscal Service, Executive 

Agencies and non-

ministerial departments, 

non-departmental public 

bodies, the Scottish 

Parliament Corporate 

Body and bodies 

sponsored / supported by 

the Scottish Parliament 

Corporate Body.

Scotland

NHS Boards, Special 

NHS Boards, NHS Board 

partnership bodies in the 

public sector (eg joint 

ventures, Community 

Health Partnerships etc), 

NHS Board subsidiaries.

F!,53'

I&@!*#7!#%

F+,!5

The Welsh Government, 

National Assembly 

for Wales and Welsh 

Government sponsored 

bodies including 

commissioners.

F+,!5

Health Boards and 

Trusts.

;&*%3!*#')*!,+#/'

-55!7J,CK'

 !A+*%7!#%'&('

Finance and 

6!*5&##!,'L;)M

Government 

departments, executive 

agencies, non-ministerial 

departments, non-

departmental public 

bodies, NI health and 

social care bodies 

and other relevant 

sponsored bodies.

 

* Unless the body falls under the jurisdiction of the devolved governments.
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8219):;'N

?'$(&6&#( #. @(6'"(*0 7,+&6&(8

Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value 

and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a 

systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control 

and governance processes.
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Code of Ethics

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

Internal auditors in UK public sector organisations (as set out in the Applicability section) must 

conform to the Code of Ethics as set out below. If individual internal auditors have membership 

of another professional body then he or she must also comply with the relevant requirements of 

that organisation.

The purpose of The Institute’s Code of Ethics is to promote an ethical culture in the profession of internal 

auditing. A code of ethics is necessary and appropriate for the profession of internal auditing, founded as 

it is on the trust placed in its objective assurance about risk management, control and governance. 

34' @(/6&6,6'N/ H#+' #. O64&%/ '<6'(+/ ;')#(+ 64' +'$(&6&#( #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6&(8 6# &(%0,+' 6A# 

essential components:

1&7A&#!#%5

1  Principles that are relevant to the profession and practice of internal auditing;

2  Rules of Conduct that describe behaviour norms expected of internal auditors. These rules are an aid   

 to interpreting the Principles into practical applications and are intended to guide the ethical conduct of  

 internal auditors.

The Code of Ethics provides guidance to internal auditors serving others. ‘Internal auditors’ refers 

6# @(/6&6,6' 5'5;'"/ *(+ 64#/' A4# -"#=&+' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6&(8 /'"=&%'/ A&64&( 64' +'$(&6&#( #. 

internal auditing.

-AA,$4+J$,$%C'+#/'2#(&*4!7!#%

This Code of Ethics applies to both individuals and entities that provide internal auditing services. For 

Institute members, breaches of the Code of Ethics will be evaluated and administered according to The 

Institute’s Disciplinary Procedures. The fact that a particular conduct is not mentioned in the Rules of 

Conduct does not prevent it from being unacceptable or discreditable and therefore, the member liable to 

disciplinary action.

Public sector interpretation

The ‘Institute’ here refers to the IIA. Disciplinary procedures of other professional bodies and 

employing organisations may apply to breaches of this Code of Ethics.
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<' )#%!0*$%C

Principle

The integrity of internal auditors establishes trust and thus provides the basis for reliance on 

their judgement.

Q.,!5'&('1&#/.4%

Internal auditors:

1.1 Shall perform their work with honesty, diligence and responsibility.

1.2 Shall observe the law and make disclosures expected by the law and the profession.

1.3 Shall not knowingly be a party to any illegal activity, or engage in acts that are discreditable to the  

 profession of internal auditing or to the organisation.

1.4 Shall respect and contribute to the legitimate and ethical objectives of the organisation.

D' :JR!4%$@$%C

Principle

Internal auditors exhibit the highest level of professional objectivity in gathering, evaluating and 

communicating information about the activity or process being examined.

Internal auditors make a balanced assessment of all the relevant circumstances and are not unduly 

&(P,'(%'+ ;) 64'&" #A( &(6'"'/6/ #" ;) #64'"/ &( .#"5&(8 Q,+8'5'(6/>

Q.,!5'&('1&#/.4%

Internal auditors:

2.1  Shall not participate in any activity or relationship that may impair or be presumed to impair their   

 unbiased assessment. This participation includes those activities or relationships that may be in   

 %#(P&%6 A&64 64' &(6'"'/6/ #. 64' #"8*(&/*6&#(>

2.2  Shall not accept anything that may impair or be presumed to impair their professional judgement.

2.3  Shall disclose all material facts known to them that, if not disclosed, may distort the reporting of   

 activities under review.

N' 1&#"/!#%$+,$%C

Principle

Internal auditors respect the value and ownership of information they receive and do not disclose 

information without appropriate authority unless there is a legal or professional obligation to do so.

Q.,!5'&('1&#/.4%

Internal auditors:

3.1 Shall be prudent in the use and protection of information acquired in the course of their duties. 

3.2 Shall not use information for any personal gain or in any manner that would be contrary to the law  

 or detrimental to the legitimate and ethical objectives of the organisation.

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards     11
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O' 1&7A!%!#4C

Principle 

Internal auditors apply the knowledge, skills and experience needed in the performance of internal 

auditing services. 

Q.,!5'&('1&#/.4%

Internal auditors:

4.1  Shall engage only in those services for which they have the necessary knowledge, skills    

 and experience.

4.2 Shall perform internal auditing services in accordance with the International Standards for the   

 Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.

R>S  J4*00 %#(6&(,*00) &5-"#=' 64'&" -"#$%&'(%) *(+ '..'%6&='('// *(+ I,*0&6) #. 64'&" /'"=&%'/>

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

Internal auditors who work in the public sector must also have regard to the Committee on 

Standards of Public Life’s Seven Principles of Public Life, information on which can be found at  

www.public-standards.gov.uk
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Standards
 
Attribute Standards

1000 Purpose, Authority and Responsibility

34' -,"-#/': *,64#"&6) *(+ "'/-#(/&;&0&6) #. 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6) 5,/6 ;' .#"5*00) +'$('+ &( *( 

internal audit charter, consistent with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 

7%+#/+*/68 The chief audit executive must periodically review the internal audit charter and present it to 

senior management and the board for approval.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

34' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 %4*"6'" &/ * .#"5*0 +#%,5'(6 64*6 +'$('/ 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6)N/ -,"-#/': *,64#"&6) 

and responsibility. The internal audit charter establishes the internal audit activity’s position within the 

organisation, including the nature of the chief audit executive’s functional reporting relationship with 

the board; authorises access to records, personnel and physical properties relevant to the performance 

#. '(8*8'5'(6/T *(+ +'$('/ 64' /%#-' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6&'/> M&(*0 *--"#=*0 #. 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 

charter resides with the board.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The internal audit charter must also:

  +'$(' 64' 6'"5/ U;#*"+N *(+ U/'(&#" 5*(*8'5'(6N .#" 64' -,"-#/'/ #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6)T

  cover the arrangements for appropriate resourcing;

  +'$(' 64' "#0' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 &( *() ."*,+V"'0*6'+ A#"DT *(+

  &(%0,+' *""*(8'5'(6/ .#" *=#&+&(8 %#(P&%6/ #. &(6'"'/6 &. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 ,(+'"6*D'/  

 non-audit activities.

1000.A1

34' (*6,"' #. *//,"*(%' /'"=&%'/ -"#=&+'+ 6# 64' #"8*(&/*6&#( 5,/6 ;' +'$('+ &( 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 

charter. If assurances are to be provided to parties outside the organisation, the nature of these 

*//,"*(%'/ 5,/6 *0/# ;' +'$('+ &( 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 %4*"6'">

1000.C1

34' (*6,"' #. %#(/,06&(8 /'"=&%'/ 5,/6 ;' +'$('+ &( 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 %4*"6'">

<T<T'Q!4&0#$%$&#'&('%3!' !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01'the'2&/!'&('3%4$56'and the 7%+#/+*/6 in 

the Internal Audit Charter

The mandatory nature of the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 7%+#/+*/6'must 

be recognised in the internal audit charter. The chief audit executive should discuss the' !"#$%$&#'&('

)#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 7%+#/+*/6 with senior management and the board.
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<<TT')#/!A!#/!#4!'+#/':JR!4%$@$%C

The internal audit activity must be independent and internal auditors must be objective in performing 

their work. 

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Independence is the freedom from conditions that threaten the ability of the internal audit activity to 

carry out internal audit responsibilities in an unbiased manner. To achieve the degree of independence 

necessary to effectively carry out the responsibilities of the internal audit activity, the chief audit 

executive has direct and unrestricted access to senior management and the board. This can be achieved 

through a dual-reporting relationship. Threats to independence must be managed at the individual 

auditor, engagement, functional and organisational levels.

Objectivity is an unbiased mental attitude that allows internal auditors to perform engagements in such 

a manner that they believe in their work product and that no quality compromises are made. Objectivity 

requires that internal auditors do not subordinate their judgment on audit matters to others. Threats to 

objectivity must be managed at the individual auditor, engagement, functional and organisational levels.

<<<T':*0+#$5+%$&#+,')#/!A!#/!#4!

The chief audit executive must report to a level within the organisation that allows the internal audit 

*%6&=&6) 6# .,0$0 &6/ "'/-#(/&;&0&6&'/> 34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' 5,/6 %#($"5 6# 64' ;#*"+: *6 0'*/6 *((,*00): 

the organisational independence of the internal audit activity.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Organisational independence is effectively achieved when the chief audit executive reports functionally to 

the board. Examples of functional reporting to the board involve the board:

  approving the internal audit charter;

  approving the risk based internal audit plan;

  approving the internal audit budget and resource plan;

  receiving communications from the chief audit executive on the internal audit activity’s    

 performance relative to its plan and other matters;

  approving decisions regarding the appointment and removal of the chief audit executive;

  approving the remuneration of the chief audit executive; and

  making appropriate enquiries of management and the chief audit executive to determine whether   

 there are inappropriate scope or resource limitations.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The chief audit executive must report functionally to the board. The chief audit executive must also 

establish effective communication with, and have free and unfettered access to, the chief executive 

(or equivalent) and the chair of the audit committee.

Public sector interpretation

Governance requirements in the UK public sector would not generally involve the board approving 

64' H7ON/ "'5,('"*6&#( /-'%&$%*00)>  34' ,(+'"0)&(8 -"&(%&-0' &/ 64*6 64' &(+'-'(+'(%' #. 64' 

CAE is safeguarded by ensuring that his or her remuneration or performance assessment is not 

&(*--"#-"&*6'0) &(P,'(%'+ ;) 64#/' /,;Q'%6 6# *,+&6>  @( 64' FG -,;0&% /'%6#" 64&/ %*( ;' *%4&'='+ ;) 

ensuring that the chief executive (or equivalent) undertakes, countersigns, contributes feedback to or 

reviews the performance appraisal of the CAE and that feedback is also sought from the chair of the 

audit committee.

14     Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
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1110.A1

The internal audit activity must be free from interference in determining the scope of internal auditing, 

performing work and communicating results. 

1111 Direct Interaction with the Board

The chief audit executive must communicate and interact directly with the board.

<<DT')#/$@$/.+,':JR!4%$@$%C

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 4*=' *( &5-*"6&*0: ,(;&*/'+ *66&6,+' *(+ *=#&+ *() %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6>

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

H#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6 &/ * /&6,*6&#( &( A4&%4 *( &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#": A4# &/ &( * -#/&6&#( #. 6",/6: 4*/ * %#5-'6&(8 

-"#.'//&#(*0 #" -'"/#(*0 &(6'"'/6> J,%4 %#5-'6&(8 &(6'"'/6/ %*( 5*D' &6 +&.$%,06 6# .,0$0 4&/ #" 4'" +,6&'/ 

&5-*"6&*00)> 7 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6 '<&/6/ '='( &. (# ,('64&%*0 #" &5-"#-'" *%6 "'/,06/> 7 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6 

%*( %"'*6' *( *--'*"*(%' #. &5-"#-"&'6) 64*6 %*( ,(+'"5&(' %#($+'(%' &( 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#": 64' 

&(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6) *(+ 64' -"#.'//&#(> 7 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6 %#,0+ &5-*&" *( &(+&=&+,*0N/ *;&0&6) 6# 

perform his or her duties and responsibilities objectively.

<<NT')7A+$*7!#%'%&')#/!A!#/!#4!'&*':JR!4%$@$%C

If independence or objectivity is impaired in fact or appearance, the details of the impairment must be 

disclosed to appropriate parties. The nature of the disclosure will depend upon the impairment.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Impairment to organisational independence and individual objectivity may include, but is not limited to, 

-'"/#(*0 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6: /%#-' 0&5&6*6&#(/: "'/6"&%6&#(/ #( *%%'// 6# "'%#"+/: -'"/#(('0 *(+ -"#-'"6&'/ 

and resource limitations, such as funding.

The determination of appropriate parties to which the details of an impairment to independence or 

objectivity must be disclosed is dependent upon the expectations of the internal audit activity’s and the 

chief audit executive’s responsibilities to senior management and the board as described in the internal 

audit charter, as well as the nature of the impairment. 

1130.A1

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 "'."*&( ."#5 *//'//&(8 /-'%&$% #-'"*6&#(/ .#" A4&%4 64') A'"' -"'=&#,/0) 

responsible. Objectivity is presumed to be impaired if an internal auditor provides assurance services for 

an activity for which the internal auditor had responsibility within the previous year.

1130.A2

Assurance engagements for functions over which the chief audit executive has responsibility must be 

overseen by a party outside the internal audit activity.

1130.C1

Internal auditors may provide consulting services relating to operations for which they had 

previous responsibilities.

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards     15
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1130.C2

If internal auditors have potential impairments to independence or objectivity relating to proposed 

consulting services, disclosure must be made to the engagement client prior to accepting 

the engagement.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

7--"#=*0 5,/6 ;' /#,846 ."#5 64' ;#*"+ .#" *() /&8(&$%*(6 *++&6&#(*0 %#(/,06&(8 /'"=&%'/ (#6 *0"'*+) 

included in the audit plan, prior to accepting the engagement.

<DTT'6*&"4$!#4C'+#/' .!'6*&(!55$&#+,'1+*!

O(8*8'5'(6/ 5,/6 ;' -'".#"5'+ A&64 -"#$%&'(%) *(+ +,' -"#.'//&#(*0 %*"'>

<D<T'6*&"4$!#4C

Internal auditors must possess the knowledge, skills and other competencies needed to perform their 

individual responsibilities. The internal audit activity collectively must possess or obtain the knowledge, 

skills and other competencies needed to perform its responsibilities.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

G(#A0'+8': /D&00/ *(+ #64'" %#5-'6'(%&'/ &/ * %#00'%6&=' 6'"5 64*6 "'.'"/ 6# 64' -"#.'//&#(*0 -"#$%&'(%) 

required of internal auditors to effectively carry out their professional responsibilities. Internal auditors 

*"' '(%#,"*8'+ 6# +'5#(/6"*6' 64'&" -"#$%&'(%) ;) #;6*&(&(8 *--"#-"&*6' -"#.'//&#(*0 %'"6&$%*6&#(/ *(+ 

I,*0&$%*6&#(/: /,%4 */ 64' H'"6&$'+ @(6'"(*0 7,+&6#" +'/&8(*6&#( *(+ #64'" +'/&8(*6&#(/ #..'"'+ ;) 34' 

Institute of Internal Auditors and other appropriate professional organisations.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' 5,/6 4#0+ * -"#.'//&#(*0 I,*0&$%*6&#( CHW@@7: HH7X #" 'I,&=*0'(6E *(+ ;' 

suitably experienced.

1210.A1

The chief audit executive must obtain competent advice and assistance if the internal auditors lack the 

knowledge, skills, or other competencies needed to perform all or part of the engagement.

1210.A2

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 4*=' /,.$%&'(6 D(#A0'+8' 6# '=*0,*6' 64' "&/D #. ."*,+ *(+ 64' 5*(('" &( A4&%4 &6 

is managed by the organisation, but are not expected to have the expertise of a person whose primary 

responsibility is detecting and investigating fraud.

1210.A3

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 4*=' /,.$%&'(6 D(#A0'+8' #. D') &(.#"5*6&#( 6'%4(#0#8) "&/D/ *(+ %#(6"#0/ *(+ 

available technology-based audit techniques to perform their assigned work. However, not all internal 

auditors are expected to have the expertise of an internal auditor whose primary responsibility is 

information technology auditing.
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1210.C1

The chief audit executive must decline the consulting engagement or obtain competent advice and 

assistance if the internal auditors lack the knowledge, skills, or other competencies needed to perform all 

or part of the engagement.

<DDT' .!'6*&(!55$&#+,'1+*!

Internal auditors must apply the care and skill expected of a reasonably prudent and competent internal 

auditor. Due professional care does not imply infallibility.

1220.A1

Internal auditors must exercise due professional care by considering the:

  Extent of work needed to achieve the engagement’s objectives;

  Y'0*6&=' %#5-0'<&6): 5*6'"&*0&6) #" /&8(&$%*(%' #. 5*66'"/ 6# A4&%4 *//,"*(%' -"#%'+,"'/ *"' *--0&'+T

  Adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and control processes;

  !"#;*;&0&6) #. /&8(&$%*(6 '""#"/: ."*,+: #" (#(V%#5-0&*(%'T *(+

  H#/6 #. *//,"*(%' &( "'0*6&#( 6# -#6'(6&*0 ;'('$6/>

1220.A2

In exercising due professional care internal auditors must consider the use of technology-based audit and 

other data analysis techniques.

1220.A3

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 ;' *0'"6 6# 64' /&8(&$%*(6 "&/D/ 64*6 5&846 *..'%6 #;Q'%6&='/: #-'"*6&#(/ #" 

resources. However, assurance procedures alone, even when performed with due professional care, do 

(#6 8,*"*(6'' 64*6 *00 /&8(&$%*(6 "&/D/ A&00 ;' &+'(6&$'+>

1220.C1

Internal auditors must exercise due professional care during a consulting engagement by considering the:

  Needs and expectations of clients, including the nature, timing and communication of     

 engagement results;

  Relative complexity and extent of work needed to achieve the engagement’s objectives; and

  H#/6 #. 64' %#(/,06&(8 '(8*8'5'(6 &( "'0*6&#( 6# -#6'(6&*0 ;'('$6/>

<DNT'1&#%$#.$#0'6*&(!55$&#+,' !@!,&A7!#%

Internal auditors must enhance their knowledge, skills and other competencies through continuing 

professional development.

<NTT'U.+,$%C'-55.*+#4!'+#/')7A*&@!7!#%'6*&0*+77!

The chief audit executive must develop and maintain a quality assurance and improvement programme 

that covers all aspects of the internal audit activity.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

A quality assurance and improvement programme is designed to enable an evaluation of the internal 

audit activity’s conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0 and the'7%+#/+*/6 and an evaluation 

of whether internal auditors apply the 2&/!'&('3%4$568 34' -"#8"*55' *0/# *//'//'/ 64' '.$%&'(%) *(+ 

'..'%6&='('// #. 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6) *(+ &+'(6&$'/ #--#"6,(&6&'/ .#" &5-"#='5'(6>
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<N<T'Q!P.$*!7!#%5'&('%3!'U.+,$%C'-55.*+#4!'+#/')7A*&@!7!#%'6*&0*+77!

The quality assurance and improvement programme must include both internal and external assessments. 

<N<<')#%!*#+,'-55!557!#%5

Internal assessments must include:

  Ongoing monitoring of the performance of the internal audit activity; and

  !'"&#+&% /'0.V*//'//5'(6/ #" *//'//5'(6/ ;) #64'" -'"/#(/ A&64&( 64' #"8*(&/*6&#( A&64 /,.$%&'(6   

 knowledge of internal audit practices.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Ongoing monitoring is an integral part of the day-to-day supervision, review and measurement of the 

internal audit activity. Ongoing monitoring is incorporated into the routine policies and practices used to 

manage the internal audit activity and uses processes, tools and information considered necessary to 

evaluate conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the'7%+#/+*/68

Periodic assessments are conducted to evaluate conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0, the 

2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 7%+#/+*/68

J,.$%&'(6 D(#A0'+8' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 -"*%6&%'/ "'I,&"'/ *6 0'*/6 *( ,(+'"/6*(+&(8 #. *00 '0'5'(6/ #. 64' 

International Professional Practices Framework.

<N<D'2V%!*#+,'-55!557!#%5

O<6'"(*0 *//'//5'(6/ 5,/6 ;' %#(+,%6'+ *6 0'*/6 #(%' '='") $=' )'*"/ ;) * I,*0&$'+: &(+'-'(+'(6 

assessor or assessment team from outside the organisation. The chief audit executive must discuss with 

the board:

  The form of external assessments; 

  34' I,*0&$%*6&#(/ *(+ &(+'-'(+'(%' #. 64' '<6'"(*0 *//'//#" #" *//'//5'(6 6'*5: &(%0,+&(8 *()   

 -#6'(6&*0 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6T *(+

  The need for more frequent external assessments.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

External assessments can be in the form of a full external assessment, or a self-assessment with 

independent validation.

7 I,*0&$'+ *//'//#" #" *//'//5'(6 6'*5 +'5#(/6"*6'/ %#5-'6'(%' &( 6A# *"'*/K 64' -"#.'//&#(*0 

practice of internal auditing and the external assessment process. Competence can be demonstrated 

through a mixture of experience and theoretical learning. Experience gained in organisations of similar 

size, complexity, sector or industry and technical issues is more valuable than less relevant experience. In 

the case of an assessment team, not all members of the team need to have all the competencies; it is the 

6'*5 */ * A4#0' 64*6 &/ I,*0&$'+> 34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' ,/'/ -"#.'//&#(*0 Q,+85'(6 A4'( *//'//&(8 

A4'64'" *( *//'//#" #" *//'//5'(6 6'*5 +'5#(/6"*6'/ /,.$%&'(6 %#5-'6'(%' 6# ;' I,*0&$'+>

7( &(+'-'(+'(6 *//'//#" #" *//'//5'(6 6'*5 5'*(/ (#6 4*=&(8 '&64'" * "'*0 #" *( *--*"'(6 %#(P&%6 

of interest and not being a part of, or under the control of, the organisation to which the internal audit 

activity belongs.
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6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The chief audit executive must agree the scope of external assessments with an appropriate sponsor, 

'8 64' 7%%#,(6&(8B7%%#,(6*;0' 9.$%'" #" %4*&" #. 64' *,+&6 %#55&66'' */ A'00 */ A&64 64' '<6'"(*0 

assessor or assessment team.

<NDT'Q!A&*%$#0'&#'%3!'U.+,$%C'-55.*+#4!'+#/')7A*&@!7!#%'6*&0*+77!

The chief audit executive must communicate the results of the quality assurance and improvement 

programme to senior management and the board.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The form, content and frequency of communicating the results of the quality assurance and improvement 

programme is established through discussions with senior management and the board and considers the 

responsibilities of the internal audit activity and chief audit executive as contained in the internal audit 

charter. To demonstrate conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the'2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 

7%+#/+*/61'the results of external and periodic internal assessments are communicated upon completion 

of such assessments and the results of ongoing monitoring are communicated at least annually. The 

results include the assessor’s or assessment team’s evaluation with respect to the degree of conformance.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

Progress against any improvement plans, agreed following external assessment, must be reported in 

the annual report.

<ND<'W5!'&('1&#(&*75'>$%3'%3!')#%!*#+%$&#+,'8%+#/+*/5'(&*'%3!'6*&(!55$&#+,'6*+4%$4!'&('

)#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0

The chief audit executive may state that the internal audit activity conforms with the')#%!*#+%$&#+,'

7%+#/+*/6'(&*'%4!';*&(!66$&#+,';*+5%$5!'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0 only if the results of the quality assurance and 

improvement programme support this statement. 

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The internal audit activity conforms with the International Standards when it achieves the outcomes 

described in the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and')#%!*#+%$&#+,'7%+#/+*/68

The results of the quality assurance and improvement programme include the results of both internal and 

external assessments. All internal audit activities will have the results of internal assessments. Internal 

*,+&6 *%6&=&6&'/ &( '<&/6'(%' .#" *6 0'*/6 $=' )'*"/ A&00 *0/# 4*=' 64' "'/,06/ #. '<6'"(*0 *//'//5'(6/>

<NDD' $54,&5.*!'&(';&#X4&#(&*7+#4!

When non-conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 or the 7%+#/+*/6 

impacts the overall scope or operation of the internal audit activity, the chief audit executive must disclose 

the non-conformance and the impact to senior management and the board. 

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

@(/6*(%'/ #. (#(V%#(.#"5*(%' 5,/6 ;' "'-#"6'+ 6# 64' ;#*"+> W#"' /&8(&$%*(6 +'=&*6&#(/ 5,/6 ;' 

considered for inclusion in the governance statement.
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6!*(&*7+#4!'8%+#/+*/5

DTTT'H+#+0$#0'%3!')#%!*#+,'-./$%'-4%$@$%C

The chief audit executive must effectively manage the internal audit activity to ensure it adds value to 

the organisation.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The internal audit activity is effectively managed when:

  The results of the internal audit activity’s work achieve the purpose and responsibility included in the   

 internal audit charter;

  The internal audit activity conforms with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0 and the 7%+#/+*/6< and

  The individuals who are part of the internal audit activity demonstrate conformance with the 2&/!'&('''

' 3%4$56 and the 7%+#/+*/68

The internal audit activity adds value to the organisation (and its stakeholders) when it provides 

#;Q'%6&=' *(+ "'0'=*(6 *//,"*(%': *(+ %#(6"&;,6'/ 6# 64' '..'%6&='('// *(+ '.$%&'(%) #. 8#='"(*(%': "&/D 

management and control processes.

DT<T'6,+##$#0

The chief audit executive must establish risk-based plans to determine the priorities of the internal audit 

activity, consistent with the organisation’s goals.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The chief audit executive is responsible for developing a risk-based plan. The chief audit executive takes 

into account the organisation’s risk management framework, including using risk appetite levels set 

by management for the different activities or parts of the organisation. If a framework does not exist, 

the chief audit executive uses his/her own judgment of risks after consideration of input from senior 

management and the board. The chief audit executive must review and adjust the plan, as necessary, in 

response to changes in the organisation’s business, risks, operations, programs, systems, and controls.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The risk-based plan must take into account the requirement to produce an annual internal audit 

opinion and the assurance framework. It must incorporate or be linked to a strategic or high-level 

statement of how the internal audit service will be delivered and developed in accordance with the 

internal audit charter and how it links to the organisational objectives and priorities.

2010.A1

The internal audit activity’s plan of engagements must be based on a documented risk assessment, 

undertaken at least annually. The input of senior management and the board must be considered in 

this process.

2010.A2

The chief audit executive must identify and consider the expectations of senior management, the board 

and other stakeholders for internal audit opinions and other conclusions.
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2010.C1

The chief audit executive should consider accepting proposed consulting engagements based on the 

engagement’s potential to improve management of risks, add value and improve the organisation’s 

operations. Accepted engagements must be included in the plan.

DTDT'1&77.#$4+%$&#'+#/'-AA*&@+,

The chief audit executive must communicate the internal audit activity’s plans and resource requirements, 

&(%0,+&(8 /&8(&$%*(6 &(6'"&5 %4*(8'/: 6# /'(&#" 5*(*8'5'(6 *(+ 64' ;#*"+ .#" "'=&'A *(+ *--"#=*0> 34' 

chief audit executive must also communicate the impact of resource limitations. 

DTNT'Q!5&.*4!'H+#+0!7!#%

34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' 5,/6 '(/,"' 64*6 &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 "'/#,"%'/ *"' *--"#-"&*6': /,.$%&'(6 *(+ 

effectively deployed to achieve the approved plan.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Appropriate refers to the mix of knowledge, skills and other competencies needed to perform the plan. 

J,.$%&'(6 "'.'"/ 6# 64' I,*(6&6) #. "'/#,"%'/ (''+'+ 6# *%%#5-0&/4 64' -0*(> Y'/#,"%'/ *"' '..'%6&='0) 

deployed when they are used in a way that optimises the achievement of the approved plan.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The risk-based plan must explain how internal audit’s resource requirements have been assessed.

Where the chief audit executive believes that the level of agreed resources will impact adversely on 

the provision of the annual internal audit opinion, the consequences must be brought to the attention 

of the board.

2040 Policies and Procedures

The chief audit executive must establish policies and procedures to guide the internal audit activity.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The form and content of policies and procedures are dependent upon the size and structure of the internal 

audit activity and the complexity of its work.

2050 Coordination

The chief audit executive should share information and coordinate activities with other internal and 

external providers of assurance and consulting services to ensure proper coverage and minimise 

duplication of efforts.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The chief audit executive must include in the risk-based plan the approach to using other sources of 

assurance and any work required to place reliance upon those other sources.
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DTYT'Q!A&*%$#0'%&'8!#$&*'H+#+0!7!#%'+#/'%3!'Z&+*/

The chief audit executive must report periodically to senior management and the board on the internal 

audit activity’s purpose, authority, responsibility and performance relative to its plan. Reporting must also 

&(%0,+' /&8(&$%*(6 "&/D '<-#/,"'/ *(+ %#(6"#0 &//,'/: &(%0,+&(8 ."*,+ "&/D/: 8#='"(*(%' &//,'/ *(+ #64'" 

matters needed or requested by senior management and the board.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The frequency and content of reporting are determined in discussion with senior management and the 

board and depend on the importance of the information to be communicated and the urgency of the 

related actions to be taken by senior management or the board.

DT[T'2V%!*#+,'8!*@$4!'6*&@$/!*'+#/':*0+#$5+%$&#+,'Q!5A&#5$J$,$%C'(&*')#%!*#+,'-./$%

When an external service provider serves as the internal audit activity, the provider must make the 

organisation aware that the organisation has the responsibility for maintaining an effective internal 

audit activity.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

This responsibility is demonstrated through the quality assurance and improvement programme 

which assesses conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the 

)#%!*#+%$&#+,'7%+#/+*/68

D<TT';+%.*!'&('F&*?

The internal audit activity must evaluate and contribute to the improvement of governance, risk 

management and control processes using a systematic and disciplined approach.

2110 Governance

The internal audit activity must assess and make appropriate recommendations for improving the 

governance process in its accomplishment of the following objectives:

  Promoting appropriate ethics and values within the organisation;

  Ensuring effective organisational performance management and accountability;

  Communicating risk and control information to appropriate areas of the organisation; and

  Coordinating the activities of and communicating information among the board, external and internal   

 auditors and management.

2110.A1

The internal audit activity must evaluate the design, implementation and effectiveness of the 

organisation’s ethics-related objectives, programmes and activities.

2110.A2

The internal audit activity must assess whether the information technology governance of the organisation 

supports the organisation’s strategies and objectives.
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D<DT'Q$5?'H+#+0!7!#%

The internal audit activity must evaluate the effectiveness and contribute to the improvement of risk 

management processes. 

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Determining whether risk management processes are effective is a judgment resulting from the internal 

auditor’s assessment that:

  Organisational objectives support and align with the organisation’s mission;

  J&8(&$%*(6 "&/D/ *"' &+'(6&$'+ *(+ *//'//'+T

  Appropriate risk responses are selected that align risks with the organisation’s risk appetite; and

  Relevant risk information is captured and communicated in a timely manner across the organisation,   

 enabling staff, management and the board to carry out their responsibilities.

The internal audit activity may gather the information to support this assessment during multiple 

engagements. The results of these engagements, when viewed together, provide an understanding of the 

organisation’s risk management processes and their effectiveness. 

Risk management processes are monitored through ongoing management activities, separate evaluations, 

or both. 

2120.A1

The internal audit activity must evaluate risk exposures relating to the organisation’s governance, 

operations and information systems regarding the:

  Achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives;

  Y'0&*;&0&6) *(+ &(6'8"&6) #. $(*(%&*0 *(+ #-'"*6&#(*0 &(.#"5*6&#(T

  O..'%6&='('// *(+ '.$%&'(%) #. #-'"*6&#(/ *(+ -"#8"*55'/T

  Safeguarding of assets; and

  Compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts.

2120.A2

The internal audit activity must evaluate the potential for the occurrence of fraud and how the 

organisation manages fraud risk.

2120.C1

During consulting engagements, internal auditors must address risk consistent with the engagement’s 

#;Q'%6&='/ *(+ ;' *0'"6 6# 64' '<&/6'(%' #. #64'" /&8(&$%*(6 "&/D/>

2120.C2

Internal auditors must incorporate knowledge of risks gained from consulting engagements into their 

evaluation of the organisation’s risk management processes.

2120.C3

When assisting management in establishing or improving risk management processes, internal auditors 

must refrain from assuming any management responsibility by actually managing risks.
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2130 Control

The internal audit activity must assist the organisation in maintaining effective controls by evaluating their 

'..'%6&='('// *(+ '.$%&'(%) *(+ ;) -"#5#6&(8 %#(6&(,#,/ &5-"#='5'(6>

2130.A1

The internal audit activity must evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of controls in responding to risks 

within the organisation’s governance, operations and information systems regarding the:

  Achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives;

  Y'0&*;&0&6) *(+ &(6'8"&6) #. $(*(%&*0 *(+ #-'"*6&#(*0 &(.#"5*6&#(T

  O..'%6&='('// *(+ '.$%&'(%) #. #-'"*6&#(/ *(+ -"#8"*55'/T

  Safeguarding of assets; and

  Compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts.

2130.C1

Internal auditors must incorporate knowledge of controls gained from consulting engagements into the 

evaluation of the organisation’s control processes.

DDTT'2#0+0!7!#%'6,+##$#0

Internal auditors must develop and document a plan for each engagement, including the engagement’s 

objectives, scope, timing and resource allocations.

DDT<'6,+##$#0'1&#5$/!*+%$&#5

In planning the engagement, internal auditors must consider:

  The objectives of the activity being reviewed and the means by which the activity controls    

 its performance;

  34' /&8(&$%*(6 "&/D/ 6# 64' *%6&=&6): &6/ #;Q'%6&='/: "'/#,"%'/ *(+ #-'"*6&#(/ *(+ 64' 5'*(/ ;) A4&%4   

 the potential impact of risk is kept to an acceptable level;

  The adequacy and effectiveness of the activity’s governance, risk management and control processes   

 compared to a relevant framework or model; and

  34' #--#"6,(&6&'/ .#" 5*D&(8 /&8(&$%*(6 &5-"#='5'(6/ 6# 64' *%6&=&6)N/ 8#='"(*(%': "&/D 5*(*8'5'(6  

 and control processes.

2201.A1

When planning an engagement for parties outside the organisation, internal auditors must establish 

a written understanding with them about objectives, scope, respective responsibilities and other 

expectations, including restrictions on distribution of the results of the engagement and access to 

engagement records.

2201.C1

Internal auditors must establish an understanding with consulting engagement clients about objectives, 

/%#-': "'/-'%6&=' "'/-#(/&;&0&6&'/ *(+ #64'" %0&'(6 '<-'%6*6&#(/> M#" /&8(&$%*(6 '(8*8'5'(6/: 64&/ 

understanding must be documented.
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DD<T'2#0+0!7!#%':JR!4%$@!5

Objectives must be established for each engagement.

2210.A1

Internal auditors must conduct a preliminary assessment of the risks relevant to the activity under 

"'=&'A> O(8*8'5'(6 #;Q'%6&='/ 5,/6 "'P'%6 64' "'/,06/ #. 64&/ *//'//5'(6>

2210.A2

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 %#(/&+'" 64' -"#;*;&0&6) #. /&8(&$%*(6 '""#"/: ."*,+: (#(V%#5-0&*(%' *(+ #64'" 

exposures when developing the engagement objectives.

2210.A3

Adequate criteria are needed to evaluate governance, risk management and controls. Internal auditors 

must ascertain the extent to which management and/or the board has established adequate criteria to 

determine whether objectives and goals have been accomplished. If adequate, internal auditors must use 

such criteria in their evaluation. If inadequate, internal auditors must work with management and/or the 

board to develop appropriate evaluation criteria.

Public sector interpretation

In the public sector, criteria are likely to include value for money.

2210.C1

Consulting engagement objectives must address governance, risk management and control processes to 

the extent agreed upon with the client.

2210.C2

Consulting engagement objectives must be consistent with the organisation’s values, strategies 

and objectives. 

DDDT'2#0+0!7!#%'84&A!

34' '/6*;0&/4'+ /%#-' 5,/6 ;' /,.$%&'(6 6# /*6&/.) 64' #;Q'%6&='/ #. 64' '(8*8'5'(6>

2220.A1

The scope of the engagement must include consideration of relevant systems, records, personnel and 

physical properties, including those under the control of third parties.

2220.A2

@. /&8(&$%*(6 %#(/,06&(8 #--#"6,(&6&'/ *"&/' +,"&(8 *( *//,"*(%' '(8*8'5'(6: * /-'%&$% A"&66'( 

understanding as to the objectives, scope, respective responsibilities and other expectations 

should be reached and the results of the consulting engagement communicated in accordance with 

consulting standards.

2220.C1

In performing consulting engagements, internal auditors must ensure that the scope of the engagement 

&/ /,.$%&'(6 6# *++"'// 64' *8"''+V,-#( #;Q'%6&='/> @. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ +'='0#- "'/'"=*6&#(/ *;#,6 64' 

scope during the engagement, these reservations must be discussed with the client to determine whether 

to continue with the engagement.
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2220.C2

During consulting engagements, internal auditors must address controls consistent with the engagement’s 

#;Q'%6&='/ *(+ ;' *0'"6 6# /&8(&$%*(6 %#(6"#0 &//,'/>

DDNT'2#0+0!7!#%'Q!5&.*4!'-,,&4+%$&#

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 +'6'"5&(' *--"#-"&*6' *(+ /,.$%&'(6 "'/#,"%'/ 6# *%4&'=' '(8*8'5'(6 #;Q'%6&='/ 

based on an evaluation of the nature and complexity of each engagement, time constraints and 

available resources.

DDOT'2#0+0!7!#%'F&*?'6*&0*+77!

Internal auditors must develop and document work programmes that achieve the engagement objectives.

2240.A1

Work programmes must include the procedures for identifying, analysing, evaluating and documenting 

information during the engagement. The work programme must be approved prior to its implementation 

and any adjustments approved promptly.

2240.C1

Work programmes for consulting engagements may vary in form and content depending upon the nature 

of the engagement.

DNTT'6!*(&*7$#0'%3!'2#0+0!7!#%

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 &+'(6&.): *(*0)/': '=*0,*6' *(+ +#%,5'(6 /,.$%&'(6 &(.#"5*6&#( 6# *%4&'=' 64' 

engagement’s objectives.

DN<T')/!#%$(C$#0')#(&*7+%$&#

@(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 5,/6 &+'(6&.) /,.$%&'(6: "'0&*;0': "'0'=*(6 *(+ ,/'.,0 &(.#"5*6&#( 6# *%4&'=' 64' 

engagement’s objectives.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

J,.$%&'(6 &(.#"5*6&#( &/ .*%6,*0: *+'I,*6' *(+ %#(=&(%&(8 /# 64*6 * -",+'(6: &(.#"5'+ -'"/#( A#,0+ "'*%4 

the same conclusions as the auditor. Reliable information is the best attainable information through the 

use of appropriate engagement techniques. Relevant information supports engagement observations and 

recommendations and is consistent with the objectives for the engagement. Useful information helps the 

organisation meet its goals.

DNDT'-#+,C5$5'+#/'2@+,.+%$&#

Internal auditors must base conclusions and engagement results on appropriate analyses and evaluations.

DNNT' &4.7!#%$#0')#(&*7+%$&#

Internal auditors must document relevant information to support the conclusions and engagement results.

2330.A1

The chief audit executive must control access to engagement records. The chief audit executive must 

obtain the approval of senior management and/or legal counsel prior to releasing such records to external 

parties, as appropriate.
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2330.A2

The chief audit executive must develop retention requirements for engagement records, regardless of 

the medium in which each record is stored. These retention requirements must be consistent with the 

organisation’s guidelines and any pertinent regulatory or other requirements.

2330.C1

The chief audit executive must develop policies governing the custody and retention of consulting 

engagement records, as well as their release to internal and external parties. These policies must be 

consistent with the organisation’s guidelines and any pertinent regulatory or other requirements.

DNOT'2#0+0!7!#%'8.A!*@$5$&#

Engagements must be properly supervised to ensure objectives are achieved, quality is assured and staff 

are developed.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

34' '<6'(6 #. /,-'"=&/&#( "'I,&"'+ A&00 +'-'(+ #( 64' -"#$%&'(%) *(+ '<-'"&'(%' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ *(+ 

the complexity of the engagement. The chief audit executive has overall responsibility for supervising the 

engagement, whether performed by or for the internal audit activity, but may designate appropriately 

experienced members of the internal audit activity to perform the review. Appropriate evidence of 

supervision is documented and retained.

DOTT'1&77.#$4+%$#0'Q!5.,%5

Internal auditors must communicate the results of engagements.

DO<T'1*$%!*$+'(&*'1&77.#$4+%$#0

Communications must include the engagement’s objectives and scope as well as applicable conclusions, 

recommendations and action plans.

2410.A1

Final communication of engagement results must, where appropriate, contain internal auditors’ opinion 

and/or conclusions. When issued, an opinion or conclusion must take account of the expectations of 

/'(&#" 5*(*8'5'(6: 64' ;#*"+ *(+ #64'" /6*D'4#0+'"/ *(+ 5,/6 ;' /,--#"6'+ ;) /,.$%&'(6: "'0&*;0': 

relevant and useful information.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Opinions at the engagement level may be ratings, conclusions or other descriptions of the results. Such 

*( '(8*8'5'(6 5*) ;' &( "'0*6&#( 6# %#(6"#0/ *"#,(+ * /-'%&$% -"#%'//: "&/D #" ;,/&('// ,(&6> 34' 

.#"5,0*6&#( #. /,%4 #-&(&#(/ "'I,&"'/ %#(/&+'"*6&#( #. 64' '(8*8'5'(6 "'/,06/ *(+ 64'&" /&8(&$%*(%'>

2410.A2

Internal auditors are encouraged to acknowledge satisfactory performance in 

engagement communications.

2410.A3

When releasing engagement results to parties outside the organisation, the communication must include 

limitations on distribution and use of the results.

2410.C1

Communication of the progress and results of consulting engagements will vary in form and content 

depending upon the nature of the engagement and the needs of the client.
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DODT'U.+,$%C'&('1&77.#$4+%$&#5

Communications must be accurate, objective, clear, concise, constructive, complete and timely.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

Accurate communications are free from errors and distortions and are faithful to the underlying 

facts. Objective communications are fair, impartial and unbiased and are the result of a fair-minded 

and balanced assessment of all relevant facts and circumstances. Clear communications are easily 

,(+'"/6##+ *(+ 0#8&%*0: *=#&+&(8 ,(('%'//*") 6'%4(&%*0 0*(8,*8' *(+ -"#=&+&(8 *00 /&8(&$%*(6 *(+ "'0'=*(6 

&(.#"5*6&#(> H#(%&/' %#55,(&%*6&#(/ *"' 6# 64' -#&(6 *(+ *=#&+ ,(('%'//*") '0*;#"*6&#(: /,-'"P,#,/ 

detail, redundancy and wordiness. Constructive communications are helpful to the engagement client and 

the organisation and lead to improvements where needed. Complete communications lack nothing that 

&/ '//'(6&*0 6# 64' 6*"8'6 *,+&'(%' *(+ &(%0,+' *00 /&8(&$%*(6 *(+ "'0'=*(6 &(.#"5*6&#( *(+ #;/'"=*6&#(/ 

to support recommendations and conclusions. Timely communications are opportune and expedient, 

+'-'(+&(8 #( 64' /&8(&$%*(%' #. 64' &//,': *00#A&(8 5*(*8'5'(6 6# 6*D' *--"#-"&*6' %#""'%6&=' *%6&#(>

DOD<'2**&*5'+#/':7$55$&#5

@. * $(*0 %#55,(&%*6&#( %#(6*&(/ * /&8(&$%*(6 '""#" #" #5&//&#(: 64' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' 5,/6 

communicate corrected information to all parties who received the original communication.

DONT'W5!'&('1&#/.4%!/'$#'1&#(&*7+#4!'>$%3'%3!')#%!*#+%$&#+,'8%+#/+*/5'(&*'%3!'6*&(!55$&#+,'

6*+4%$4!'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0

Internal auditors may report that their engagements are conducted in conformance with the )#%!*#+%$&#+,'

7%+#/+*/6'(&*'%4!';*&(!66$&#+,';*+5%$5!'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 only if the results of the quality assurance and 

improvement programme support the statement.

DON<'2#0+0!7!#%' $54,&5.*!'&(';&#X4&#(&*7+#4!

When non-conformance with the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01 the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 or the'7%+#/+*/6'

&5-*%6/ * /-'%&$% '(8*8'5'(6: %#55,(&%*6&#( #. 64' '(8*8'5'(6 "'/,06/ 5,/6 +&/%0#/' 64'K

  Principle or rule of conduct of the 2&/!'&('3%4$56'or Standard(s) with which full conformance was   

 not achieved;

  Reason(s) for non-conformance; and

  Impact of non-conformance on the engagement and the communicated engagement results.

DOOT' $55!7$#+%$#0'Q!5.,%5

The chief audit executive must communicate results to the appropriate parties.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' &/ "'/-#(/&;0' .#" "'=&'A&(8 *(+ *--"#=&(8 64' $(*0 '(8*8'5'(6 %#55,(&%*6&#( 

before issuance and deciding to whom and how it will be disseminated.

2440.A1

34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' &/ "'/-#(/&;0' .#" %#55,(&%*6&(8 64' $(*0 "'/,06/ 6# -*"6&'/ A4# %*( '(/,"' 64*6 

the results are given due consideration.
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2440.A2

If not otherwise mandated by legal, statutory, or regulatory requirements, prior to releasing results to 

parties outside the organisation the chief audit executive must:

  Assess the potential risk to the organisation;

  Consult with senior management and/ or legal counsel as appropriate; and

  Control dissemination by restricting the use of the results.

2440.C1

34' %4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' &/ "'/-#(/&;0' .#" %#55,(&%*6&(8 64' $(*0 "'/,06/ #. %#(/,06&(8 '(8*8'5'(6/ 

to clients.

2440.C2

?,"&(8 %#(/,06&(8 '(8*8'5'(6/: 8#='"(*(%': "&/D 5*(*8'5'(6 *(+ %#(6"#0 &//,'/ 5*) ;' &+'(6&$'+> 

Z4'('='" 64'/' &//,'/ *"' /&8(&$%*(6 6# 64' #"8*(&/*6&#(: 64') 5,/6 ;' %#55,(&%*6'+ 6# /'(&#" 

management and the board.

DOST':@!*+,,':A$#$&#5

When an overall opinion is issued, it must take into account the expectations of senior management, 

64' ;#*"+ *(+ #64'" /6*D'4#0+'"/ *(+ 5,/6 ;' /,--#"6'+ ;) /,.$%&'(6: "'0&*;0': "'0'=*(6 *(+ 

useful information.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

The communication will identify:

  The scope including the time period to which the opinion pertains.

  Scope limitations.

  Consideration of all related projects including the reliance on other assurance providers.

  The risk or control framework or other criteria used as a basis for the overall opinion.

  The overall opinion, judgment or conclusion reached.

The reasons for an unfavourable overall opinion must be stated.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'*!P.$*!7!#%

The chief audit executive must deliver an annual internal audit opinion and report that can be used by 

the organisation to inform its governance statement. 

The annual internal audit opinion must conclude on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the 

organisation’s framework of governance, risk management and control.

The annual report must incorporate:

  the opinion;

  a summary of the work that supports the opinion; and

  a statement on conformance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards and the results of  

 the quality assurance and improvement programme.
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DSTT'H&#$%&*$#0'6*&0*!55

The chief audit executive must establish and maintain a system to monitor the disposition of results 

communicated to management.

2500.A1

The chief audit executive must establish a follow-up process to monitor and ensure that management 

actions have been effectively implemented or that senior management has accepted the risk of not 

taking action.

2500.C1

The internal audit activity must monitor the disposition of results of consulting engagements to the extent 

agreed upon with the client.

DYTT'1&77.#$4+%$#0'%3!'-44!A%+#4!'&('Q$5?5

When the chief audit executive concludes that management has accepted a level of risk that may 

be unacceptable to the organisation, the chief audit executive must discuss the matter with senior 

management. If the chief audit executive determines that the matter has not been resolved, the chief 

audit executive must communicate the matter to the board.

)#%!*9*!%+%$&#:

34' &+'(6&$%*6&#( #. "&/D *%%'-6'+ ;) 5*(*8'5'(6 5*) ;' #;/'"='+ 64"#,84 *( *//,"*(%' #" %#(/,06&(8 

engagement, monitoring progress on actions taken by management as a result of prior engagements, or 

other means. It is not the responsibility of the chief audit executive to resolve the risk.
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Glossary

Add Value

The internal audit activity adds value to the organisation (and its stakeholders) when it provides 

#;Q'%6&=' *(+ "'0'=*(6 *//,"*(%': *(+ %#(6"&;,6'/ 6# 64' '..'%6&='('// *(+ '.$%&'(%) #. 8#='"(*(%': "&/D 

management and control processes.

Adequate Control

Present if management has planned and organised (designed) in a manner that provides reasonable 

assurance that the organisation’s risks have been managed effectively and that the organisation’s goals 

*(+ #;Q'%6&='/ A&00 ;' *%4&'='+ '.$%&'(60) *(+ '%#(#5&%*00)>

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'/!"#$%$&#K'-55.*+#4!'=*+7!>&*?

This is the primary tool used by a board to ensure that it is properly informed on the risks of not 

meeting its objectives or delivering appropriate outcomes and that it has adequate assurances on the 

design and operation of the systems in place to mitigate those risks.

Assurance Services

An objective examination of evidence for the purpose of providing an independent assessment on 

8#='"(*(%': "&/D 5*(*8'5'(6 *(+ %#(6"#0 -"#%'//'/ .#" 64' #"8*(&/*6&#(> O<*5-0'/ 5*) &(%0,+' $(*(%&*0: 

performance, compliance, system security and due diligence engagements.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'/!"#$%$&#K'-./$%'1&77$%%!!

The governance group charged with independent assurance of the adequacy of the risk management 

."*5'A#"D: 64' &(6'"(*0 %#(6"#0 '(=&"#(5'(6 *(+ 64' &(6'8"&6) #. $(*(%&*0 "'-#"6&(8>

Board

The highest level of governing body charged with responsibility to direct and oversee the activities and 

management of the organisation. Typically, this includes an independent group of directors (eg a board 

of directors, a supervisory board or a board of governors or trustees). If such a group does not exist, 

the ‘board’ is the head of the company or agency. ‘Board’ may refer to an audit committee to which the 

governing body has delegated its authority.
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Charter

34' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 %4*"6'" &/ * .#"5*0 +#%,5'(6 64*6 +'$('/ 64' &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6)N/ -,"-#/': *,64#"&6) 

and responsibility. The internal audit charter establishes the internal audit activity’s position within the 

organisation; authorises access to records, personnel and physical properties relevant to the performance 

#. '(8*8'5'(6/T *(+ +'$('/ 64' /%#-' #. &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *%6&=&6&'/>

13$!('-./$%'2V!4.%$@!

Chief audit executive describes a person in a senior position responsible for effectively managing the 

internal audit activity in accordance with the internal audit charter and the  !"#$%$&#'&(')#%!*#+,'-./$%$#01'

the'2&/!'&('3%4$56 and the )#%!*#+%$&#+,'7%+#/+*/68 The chief audit executive or others reporting to the 

%4&'. *,+&6 '<'%,6&=' A&00 4*=' *--"#-"&*6' -"#.'//&#(*0 %'"6&$%*6&#(/ *(+ I,*0&$%*6&#(/> 34' /-'%&$% Q#; 

title of the chief audit executive may vary across organisations.

1&/!'&('2%3$45

The'2&/!'&('3%4$56 of The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) are Principles relevant to the profession and 

practice of internal auditing and Rules of Conduct that describe behaviour expected of internal auditors. 

The 2&/!'&('3%4$56 applies to both parties and entities that provide internal audit services.

The purpose of the 2&/!'&('3%4$56 is to promote an ethical culture in the global profession of 

internal auditing.

1&7A,$+#4!

Adherence to policies, plans, procedures, laws, regulations, contracts, or other requirements.

1&#\$4%'&(')#%!*!5%

7() "'0*6&#(/4&- 64*6 &/: #" *--'*"/ 6# ;': (#6 &( 64' ;'/6 &(6'"'/6 #. 64' #"8*(&/*6&#(> 7 %#(P&%6 #. &(6'"'/6 

would prejudice an individual’s ability to perform his or her duties and responsibilities objectively.

1&#5.,%$#0'8!*@$4!5

Advisory and related client service activities, the nature and scope of which are agreed with the client, are 

intended to add value and improve an organisation’s governance, risk management and control processes 

without the internal auditor assuming management responsibility. Examples include counsel, advice, 

facilitation and training.

Control

Any action taken by management, the board and other parties to manage risk and increase the likelihood 

that established objectives and goals will be achieved. Management plans, organises and directs 

64' -'".#"5*(%' #. /,.$%&'(6 *%6&#(/ 6# -"#=&+' "'*/#(*;0' *//,"*(%' 64*6 #;Q'%6&='/ *(+ 8#*0/ A&00 

be achieved.
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1&#%*&,'2#@$*&#7!#%

The attitude and actions of the board and management regarding the importance of control within 

the organisation. The control environment provides the discipline and structure for the achievement 

of the primary objectives of the system of internal control. The control environment includes the 

following elements:

  Integrity and ethical values.

  Management’s philosophy and operating style.

  Organisational structure.

  Assignment of authority and responsibility.

  Human resource policies and practices.

  Competence of personnel.

Control Processes

The policies, procedures and activities that are part of a control framework, designed to ensure that risks 

are contained within the level of risk that an organisation is willing to accept.

2#0+0!7!#%

7 /-'%&$% &(6'"(*0 *,+&6 *//&8(5'(6: 6*/D: #" "'=&'A *%6&=&6): /,%4 */ *( &(6'"(*0 *,+&6: %#(6"#0 /'0.V

assessment review, fraud examination, or consultancy. An engagement may include multiple tasks or 

*%6&=&6&'/ +'/&8('+ 6# *%%#5-0&/4 * /-'%&$% /'6 #. "'0*6'+ #;Q'%6&='/>

2#0+0!7!#%':JR!4%$@!5

X"#*+ /6*6'5'(6/ +'='0#-'+ ;) &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ 64*6 +'$(' &(6'(+'+ '(8*8'5'(6 *%%#5-0&/45'(6/> 

2#0+0!7!#%':A$#$&#

The ratings, conclusions or other descriptions of results of an individual internal audit engagement 

based upon the procedures performed, relating only to those aspects within the objectives and scope of 

the engagement.

2#0+0!7!#%'F&*?'6*&0*+77!

A document that lists the procedures to be followed during an engagement, designed to achieve the 

engagement plan.

2V%!*#+,'8!*@$4!'6*&@$/!*

7 -'"/#( #" $"5 #,6/&+' #. 64' #"8*(&/*6&#( 64*6 4*/ /-'%&*0 D(#A0'+8': /D&00 *(+ '<-'"&'(%' &( * 

particular discipline.
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Fraud

Any illegal act characterised by deceit, concealment or violation of trust. These acts are not dependent 

upon the threat of violence or physical force. Frauds are perpetrated by parties and organisations to 

obtain money, property or services; to avoid payment or loss of services; or to secure personal or 

business advantage.

Governance

The combination of processes and structures implemented by the board to inform, direct, manage and 

monitor the activities of the organisation toward the achievement of its objectives.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'/!"#$%$&#K'I&@!*#+#4!'8%+%!7!#%

The mechanism by which an organisation publicly reports on its governance arrangements each year.

)7A+$*7!#%

@5-*&"5'(6 6# #"8*(&/*6&#(*0 &(+'-'(+'(%' *(+ &(+&=&+,*0 #;Q'%6&=&6) 5*) &(%0,+' -'"/#(*0 %#(P&%6 #. 

interest, scope limitations, restrictions on access to records, personnel and properties and resource 

limitations (funding).

Independence

The freedom from conditions that threaten the ability of the internal audit activity to carry out internal 

audit responsibilities in an unbiased manner.

)#(&*7+%$&#'9!43#&,&0C'1&#%*&,5

Controls that support business management and governance as well as provide general and technical 

controls over information technology infrastructures such as applications, information, infrastructure 

and people.

)#(&*7+%$&#'9!43#&,&0C'I&@!*#+#4!

Consists of the leadership, organisational structures and processes that ensure that the enterprise’s 

information technology supports the organisation’s strategies and objectives.

Internal Audit Activity

A department, division, team of consultants, or other practitioner(s) that provides independent, objective 

assurance and consulting services designed to add value and improve an organisation’s operations. 

The internal audit activity helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, 

disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of governance, risk management and 

control processes.
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)#%!*#+%$&#+,'6*&(!55$&#+,'6*+4%$4!5'=*+7!>&*?

The conceptual framework that organises the authoritative guidance promulgated by The IIA. 

Authoritative Guidance is comprised of two categories (1) mandatory and (2) endorsed and 

strongly recommended.

Public sector interpretation

Only the mandatory elements apply for the purposes of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.

6.J,$4'5!4%&*'$#%!*A*!%+%$&#K')#%!*#+%$&#+,'8%+#/+*/5'(&*'%3!'6*&(!55$&#+,'6*+4%$4!'&('

)#%!*#+,'-./$%$#0

The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards take the place of the International Standards 

where applicable.

Must

The 7%+#/+*/6 use the word must to specify an unconditional requirement.

:JR!4%$@$%C

An unbiased mental attitude that allows internal auditors to perform engagements in such a manner that 

they believe in their work product and that no quality compromises are made. Objectivity requires that 

internal auditors do not subordinate their judgment on audit matters to others.

:@!*+,,':A$#$&#

The overall ratings, conclusions or other descriptions of results provided by the chief audit executive 

addressing, at a broad level, governance, risk management and control processes of the organisation. An 

overall opinion is based on the results of a number of individual engagements and other activities for a 

/-'%&$% 6&5' &(6'"=*0>

Q$5?

The effect of uncertainty on objectives. And effect is a deviation from the expected and may be positive 

or negative. Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event and the 

associated likelihood of occurrence.

Q$5?'-AA!%$%!

The level of risk that an organisation is willing to accept.

Q$5?'H+#+0!7!#%

A process to identify, assess, manage and control potential events or situations to provide reasonable 

assurance regarding the achievement of the organisation’s objectives.
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Should

The 7%+#/+*/6 use the word should where conformance is expected unless, when applying professional 

judgment, circumstances justify deviation.

8$0#$"4+#4!

The relative importance of a matter within the context in which it is being considered, including 

quantitative and qualitative factors, such as magnitude, nature, effect, relevance and impact. Professional 

Q,+85'(6 *//&/6/ &(6'"(*0 *,+&6#"/ A4'( '=*0,*6&(8 64' /&8(&$%*(%' #. 5*66'"/ A&64&( 64' %#(6'<6 #. 64' 

relevant objectives.

Standard

A professional pronouncement promulgated by the Internal Audit Standards Board that delineates 

the requirements for performing a broad range of internal audit activities and for evaluating internal 

audit performance.

9!43#&,&0CXJ+5!/'-./$%'9!43#$P.!5

Any automated audit tool, such as generalised audit software, test data generators, computerised audit 

programmes, specialised audit utilities and computer-assisted audit techniques (CAATs).
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